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Chika Okafor 
My oh my!!...Brian, Allen

Chris Paul requests trade to N.Y.
sports.yahoo.com

Chris Paul's agent told the Hornets the All-Star point guard will not sign an extension with them. - National
Basketball Association news

Chika Okafor Damn. It is now imperative that the Bulls acquire
another bonafide All-Star.
23 hours ago · Like

Brian Bunk Moreland you scared?
23 hours ago · Like

Chika Okafor Hell ya!! Boozer is no longer a viable sidekick.
23 hours ago · Like · 

Brian Bunk Moreland He never was. He only plays when it's for a
contract. He's a "bonafide scrub"
23 hours ago · Like · 

Chika Okafor I completely agree with you. I feel sorry for Derrick
because he will now be playing 1 vs. 3 against two teams in the
East.
23 hours ago · Like

Brian Bunk Moreland and we know Rose is not gonna get any
better...
23 hours ago · Like

Chika Okafor Whoa! You lost me there. Rose WILL get better but
his improvement will not be sufficient enough to overcome 3
superstars. No one player is good enough to overcome 3
superstars.
23 hours ago · Like

Haha rose isn't going get any
better
Your joking right and chemistry is the most important thing in any
sport
23 hours ago · Like

Brian Bunk Moreland "Whoa! You lost me there. Rose WILL get
better but his improvement will not be sufficient enough to
overcome 3 superstars. No one player is good enough to overcome
3 superstars." re: Dirk Nowitzki
23 hours ago · Like · 

Brian Bunk Moreland Hate to break it to you Rose isn't going to
get better. He blew his load on this season. Very physical shoot-first
point guards don't last very long, because they take a tremendous
beating. While D.Rose is amazing, he can't carry the load l...

See More
23 hours ago · Like

Chika Okafor Did you forget that the Mavs won only because the
best player in the game disappeared in the 4th quarter of the Finals
for four straight games? How likely is that to happen again in our
lifetime?...Extremely unlikely.
23 hours ago · Like

Brian Bunk Moreland Very likely... if LeBron is in the finals
again... ZING! (but for real I love LeBron)
23 hours ago · Like

Chika Okafor I never said that Palmer will get better because he
is young. I said that I expected him to REVERT to his old, good
ways. There is a difference, buddy...We can't call LeBron the best
player in the game anymore if he does that disappearing act
again...We'll see about Rose's improvement...The Bulls really need
D. Howard now.
23 hours ago · Like

Rose is shoot first because he has
no real second option rose will do whatever to win he doesn't care
bout stats if he only took six shots a game and they won he would
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be happy I guarantee rose will be 10 times better this year I expect
him to be deadly from beyond the arc and hopefully develop a post
game he'd be unstoppable
23 hours ago · Like

Allen L. Linton II Excuse me but the Mavs won the finals because
they had a better team and they executed when things got tough.
Let's not dismiss Wade's missed free throw and Dirk's absolutely
dominant performance. HOW DARE YOU CHIKA!?
21 hours ago · Like

Allen L. Linton II Also, Rose is absolutely not going to be better.
21 hours ago · Like · 

Chika Okafor I don't understand why you and Brian think that he
won't improve. An improvement in his outside shooting and his
assist-turnover ratio is far from inconceivable to me...Save it about
the Mavs. I don't think that LeBron's poor play in the 4th quarters
was a result of anything that the Mavs did.
21 hours ago · Like

Lebron is a quitter but that's not
Dallas fault they did what they should have did
21 hours ago · Like · 

Allen L. Linton II Well, what I do know is that the LBJ fourth
quarter disappearance narrative is a relatively new thing. Entering
the 2011 finals, Bron Bron averaged darn near 8 points in the
fourth quarter with double digit point totals in six fourth quarters.
He was a force against the Celtics and certainly a force against your
Bulls....so I think the Mavs did something the others did not which
was something rather than nothing.
20 hours ago · Like

Chika Okafor Then that something was inconsequential IF the
Mavs did do something. If I recall correctly, we didn't credit the
Mavs for shutting down LeBron in those fourth quarters when it
happened. Rather, we said that LeBron's poor play was
inexplicable. So, why are we crediting the Mavs now?
20 hours ago · Like

Allen L. Linton II NO NO NO! YOU said that...I was all over
talking about the Mavs improved defense and lauding their zone
play which most people thought was out of date. I liked the fact
that the Mavs kept him from driving to the lane. I have no idea
why people did not credit the Mavs but I surely did as I credited
them throughout their championship run. I also noted that the Bulls
and Celtics did not and could not (respectively) execute a defense
to achieve the same. I imagine that people not crediting the Mavs
defense is a combo of: LBJ is bigger story than the Mavs team;
Mavs not know for their defense though it has gotten better since
the Don Nelson teams; Dirk overshadowed the defense. 

I just think it is nothing short of preposterous to suggest the Mavs
did nothing to impact LBJ in the 4th when throughout the Playoffs
he was a high impact player against other teams.
20 hours ago · Like

Chika Okafor Ok. I'm willing to concede that the Mavs' defense
had a minimal impact and that's it. Nothing more. Here's why. In
the fourth quarters against the Celtics and the Bulls, LeBron did not
beat them by scoring in the paint. Rather, he countered their
strategy to keep him away from the paint by consistently making
difficult, contested shots from the perimeter. So, to suggest that
the Mavs' zone defense was the primary reason for why LeBron was
essentially nullified is nothing short of preposterous (See what I did
there?).
15 hours ago · Like

Brian Bunk Moreland Allen L. Linton II Chika Okafor - Debates
like this are the reason I'm happy the NBA is back... Shut up. It
happened 6 months ago. December 25, 2011 can't come sooner.
6 hours ago · Like

Allen L. Linton II SO, I went through the NBA official scoring
reports to consider some of these points and noticed the HUGE
drop off in total free throw attempts - a measure which I believe is
indicative of one of LBJ's strengths (getting to the rim or drawing a
foul) and something related to team defense. Lebron employs both
fantastical shot making and driving to the basket to make him a
complete player. Below was averages for FT attempts per series:

10.0 (5 games - Phi)
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8.4 (5 games- Boston)
8.8 (5 games - GREAT CHICAGO DEFENSE)
3.3 (6 games - world champions)

The great thing about these figures is that they map on nicely to
shot attempts by LBJ. 

16.2 (Phi)
21.6 (Bos)
18.8 (Chi)
15 (Champs + 1 game).

All this suggests that the Mavs defense created a situation where
he could not get to the position on the floor that he wanted so he
could attempt as many FT to offset bad shooting performances or
support his overall game. If this is the case throughout the game I
can imagine it was true in the 4th quarter. Even so, we saw the
same situation from Durant being unable to get to his spot on the
floor and from other high volume scorers the Mavs faced in last
season.
45 minutes ago · Like
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